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As you know already, Google Chrome is one of the most famous browsers in this techno world. But sometimes, you cannot open some web pages since Chrome prevents access rights. For many reasons, Chrome blocks certain sites considering them a threat or any content that could harm your PC, due to security policy. At the same time, you can
unblock them easily with a few simple hacks. In this article, let us see how to unblock websites on Chrome. So, continue reading to access blocked sites in Chrome. Below are some reasons for websites to be blocked on Chrome. If the data you are trying to access does not come under legal regulations or copyright infringements, your Internet Service
Provider blocks them automatically without notifying you. Misconfiguration from your end also blocks certain sites. Few of the contents may be geographically restricted in your region. You cannot access them without a VPN service. After analyzing various online reports and user feedback, we have compiled a list of troubleshooting methods that will
help you learn how to access blocked sites in Chrome. Using these methods, you can easily access any kind of web page and website without interruptions. Method 1: Bypass Chrome Warning Whenever you receive the Your connection is not private prompt, you can either close the window or bypass the Chrome warning. Bypassing the Chrome
warning may temporarily resolve the problem, but it poses a security threat to your online privacy and safety. Still, if you want to do it, follow the below instructions. 1. On the Privacy error page, click on the Advanced button as highlighted below. 2. Then, click on Proceed to the website (unsafe). Although this method instantly unblocks websites on
Windows 10 , you are advised to move ahead to the next methods to attain permanent fixes to avoid any phishing and malware attacks. Also read: Fix Your Connection is Not Private Error In Chrome There are a few inbuilt features in your Windows 10 computer to ensure the list of websites blocked and allowed on the internet. In many circumstances,
the list of websites is manually added. But if in case any website to be accessed is on the restricted list, you can easily remove them by following the below-listed instructions. 1. Hit the Windows key and type Control Panel. Now, click on Open. 2. Now, set the View by: to Category and click on Network and Internet as shown. 3. Then, click on Internet
Options. 4. Now, switch to the Security tab and then click on the Restricted sites option followed by the Sites button as highlighted. 5. Now, check whether the desired website is in the list under the Websites box. If so, click on the Remove button. 6. Finally, click on Close and exit all windows. Also Read: How to Remove Duplicate Files in Google
Drive Method 3: Enable HTTPS in Chrome HTTP (Hypertext Transfer Protocol) is used to extract documents, and you can exchange any data from the internet. All the basic and public website activities can be accessed without login information (username and password) being sent to them. Sometimes, Chrome blocks a few web pages that use
outdated HTTP protocols. Follow the below-mentioned instructions to enable HTTPS in Chrome. 1. Type Chrome in the search menu and launch it to open. 2. Click on the three-dotted icon as depicted. 3. Then, click on Settings as shown. 4. In the left pane, click on Privacy and security, and in the middle pane, click on Security. 5. Then, scroll down the
main page and toggle on the Always use secure connections option under the Advanced menu as shown. 6. Now, reload the website and check if you can access blocked sites in Chrome. Method 4: Disable Windows Defender Firewall (Not Recommended) Windows Defender Firewall is one of the most preferred security suites for your Windows 10
computer. Sometimes, the Firewall settings in your computer might block some features and access rights for some websites/webpages. Hence, if you are confused about how to unblock websites on Chrome that are being blocked by Firewall settings, you are advised to disable Windows Defender Firewall as discussed in our guide, How to Disable
Windows 10 Firewall. Once you have accessed any blocked websites, make sure you enable the Firewall settings again since malware attacks happen when you do not have a security suite. Also Read: Fix Chrome Blocking Download Issue Method 5: Disable Antivirus Temporarily (If Applicable) Any third-party antivirus suite or inbuilt antivirus
program on your PC might prevent you from accessing any web pages. Hence, as you have disabled Windows Defender Firewall temporarily, you are advised to disable the antivirus program. Read our guide on How to Disable Antivirus Temporarily on Windows 10 and follow the instructions to disable your Antivirus program temporarily on your PC.
After accessing blocked content in your browser, make sure to re-enable the antivirus program since a system without a security suite is always a threat. Method 6: Use Virtual Private Networks Although Virtual Private Networks are used to establish secure connections to your computer, you can also use them to access any geo-restricted contents.
This will create an image that the internet packets are coming from the VPN server instead of the original geographic site and so you can easily understand how to access blocked sites in Chrome. Here are a few famous VPN services that could help you access blocked web pages. Note: Free VPNs do not have all the enjoyable features and pose
security threats. Hence, you are advised to switch to premium or paid versions of VPN to avoid any conflicts. ExpressVPN PureVPN NordVPN Read our guide to set up and enable VPN and follow the instructions to enable VPN to unblock websites. Also Read: How to Fix Chrome Keeps Crashing Method 7: Use VPN Extension You can virtually change
the browsing location by using a Virtual Private Network. If any geographically restricted contents are blocked in Chrome, you can resolve the same. For this, you can use a VPN connection (discussed in Method 6) or install VPN extensions to your browsers. Follow the steps listed below to use VPN Extension to access blocked sites in Chrome. Note:
Here are a few sample instructions to install ZenMate Free VPN. If you find some other extensions suitable for your browser, you can add the same. 1. Launch Google Chrome from Windows Search. 2. Navigate to the ZenMate Free VPN download page and click on Add to Chrome button as shown. 3. Then, click on Add extension button in the
upcoming prompt as depicted. 4. Now, wait until the extension is downloaded and installed on your browser. 5. Now, click on the Start Your 7-Day FREE Trial button and register to ZenMate with a valid email address and password credentials. 6. Then, to verify the Email link, click on ACTIVATE TRIAL button. 7. Once you have verified your account,
log in to your ZenMate account using your credentials. 8. Then, click on the ZenMate extension from the toolbar, and now you can see the Protection enabled message as shown. 9. Now, try reloading the website again and check if you can access it. Method 8: Use Proxy Server A proxy server acts as a connecting bridge between your device and the
internet. Like VPN, you can hide your geographic region by using an anonymous proxy server. This will help you easily sort out how to unblock websites on Chrome, as instructed below. 1. Open Control Panel from Windows Search. 2. Now, in the Internet Properties window, switch to the Connections tab and select LAN settings under Local Area
Network (LAN) settings as shown. 3. Here, check the Use a proxy server for your LAN box. 4. Now, to set up a proxy server, choose an anonymous IP address and Port numbers. Note 1: You can select any random Address and Port numbers and fill in the same in the respective fields below. Note 2: At your own risk, you can also use any of the
addresses and ports listed on these web pages: Spys Proxy list, US proxy, and Proxynova. 5. Finally, click on OK to save the changes to access blocked sites in Chrome. Now, try to access the blocked site. If you want to disable the proxy server, read our article on How to Disable VPN and Proxy on Windows 10 and implement the steps as instructed in
the article. Also Read: How to Manage & View Saved Passwords in Chrome In some cases, if there are any website entries added to the hosts file of the Windows 10 PC, you cannot access that particular website. If you are an administrator of your PC or know the administrative credentials, you can remove the website entries from the hosts files as
instructed below. 1. Press Windows + E keys together to open Windows Explorer. 2. Now, switch to the View tab and check the Hidden items box in the Show/hide section. 3. Copy and paste the following path in the navigation path of the File Explorer. C:\Windows\System32\drivers\etc 4. Select and right-click on the hosts file and select the Open
with option as shown. 5. Now, select the Notepad option from the list and click on OK as depicted. 6. Now, press Ctrl + F keys simultaneously to open the Find dialog box and find any IP entries or websites such as 171.10.10.5 or www.techcult.com. 7A. If you did not get any search results, you do not have any corrupt browser entries on your PC. 7B.
If you find the browser entries, right-click on them and delete them. 8. Now, save the file by clicking on Ctrl + S keys together. 9. Exit Notepad by clicking on the Close button at the top right corner. Recommended: We hope that this guide was helpful and you have learned how to unblock websites on Chrome on your device. Feel free to reach out to
us with your queries and suggestions via the comments section below. Also, let us know what you want to learn next. by Madalina Dinita Madalina Dinita Windows & Software Expert Madalina has been a Windows fan ever since she got her hands on her first Windows XP computer. She is interested in all things technology, especially emerging
technologies... read more Published on August 24, 2022 Fact checked by Alex Serban Alex Serban Browser & Networking Expert After moving away from the corporate work-style, Alex has found rewards in a lifestyle of constant analysis, team coordination and pestering his colleagues. Holding an MCSA Windows Server... read more You don't have to
get a complicated tool to open blocked sites. A great unblocked browser with built-in VPN is all you need. Sometimes a great library of dedicated extensions can do the trick and allow you access to your favorite web pages. In order to get a site unblocked, a browser has to incorporate a great set of security features. There are other functions you may
enjoy, like customizability or sidebars. Check our options and pick your favorite. Strugling with your current browser? Upgrade to a better one: OperaYou deserve a better browser! 350 million people use Opera daily, a fully-fledged navigation experience that comes with various built-in packages, enhanced resource consumption and great design.
Here's what Opera can do: Easy migration: use the Opera assistant to transfer exiting data, such as bookmarks, passwords, etc. Optimize resource usage: your RAM memory is used more efficiently than in other browsers Enhanced privacy: free and unlimited VPN integrated No ads: built-in Ad Blocker speeds up loading of pages and protects against
data-mining Gaming friendly: Opera GX is the first and best browser for gaming Download Opera The best browser to open blocked sites gives you access to online content you desire without the usual government or company restrictions. As you probably know, organizations restrict or block access to their websites to manage bandwidth or reduce
distractions. Identifying a site that needs unblocking is really easy. Most blocked sites could display a message stating you have been blocked from using the site. Others display an error message and then you can’t proceed any further. However, with the right browser for unblocking sites, you can scale through this hurdle with ease. No matter if you
want to use unblocked browsers for Chromebook, or any other OS, this guide will provide you with the information you need. You could of course do research online and find the best game websites that aren’t blocked, but that can be a cumbersome experience. Websites can be restricted by keyword filtering, IP blacklisting, or DNS tampering.
Nevertheless, with the best browsers to open blocked sites, you should be able to quickly avoid such restrictions. What are the best browsers to open restricted websites? Opera is the ideal browser that comes with an incorporated pop-up blocker and uses less processing capacity than other sites, which makes it the fastest search engine of the
moment. This browser is also one of the best unblocked browsers for school, allowing you to access restricted online content without needing to install a third-party app. The built-in VPN ensures a safe online experience by keeping your browsing history private and protecting your browsing sessions against dangerous websites. This function is free
and requires no subscription, it hides your location and blocks cookies that track you online. One of the best features is the built-in messenger function that allows you to chat and communicate with your colleagues, so you don’t have to keep switching between tabs. Get your hands on the best browser that helps you unblock sites and offers a secure
internet experience! UR Browser is an excellent choice if you need to get a site unblocked, this browser is gradually becoming more and more popular and has been gaining more market shares. It is an innovative and technology-driven browser with a built-in VPN and Ninja Mode set up to open blocked sites. The double 2048-bit RSA encrypted key,
incorporating an SSL certificate helps guarantee safe and secure data transfer. With the UR browser, you can access blocked sites, surf the net, and access forums, and chats with ease. It comes with an ad-blocker and a tracker to make browsing safe without interference. UR browser is compatible with most operating systems including Windows 10
and macOS. With the 4 x faster downloads and a virus scanner, the UR Browser goes through all the downloads faster and identifies the malicious program. Other key features include the customizable browser and home screen, game scanner, media library, hundreds of icons, themes, wallpaper, and backgrounds. Rely on this lightweight browser
that ensures a fast and secure internet experience all the time! The most common solution to access geo-restricted content is to install a VPN tool. But why use two different tools to achieve the same goal when you can use a browser with a built-in VPN? Expert Tip: Some PC issues are hard to tackle, especially when it comes to corrupted repositories
or missing Windows files. If you are having troubles fixing an error, your system may be partially broken. We recommend installing Restoro, a tool that will scan your machine and identify what the fault is. Click here to download and start repairing. Tor Browser is one such browser acting as a middleman between your computer and the Internet.
Basically, your computer first connects to Tor’s VPN services which change your IP and computer location. In this manner, websites will detect the VPN server location as being your computer’s location. Thanks to Tor’s built-in VPN, you can access blocked websites without paying for a VPN subscription. The browser also features other useful privacy
features, including a built-in adblocker and a tracking blocker that block unnecessary scripts and prevent user data collection. Thanks to a user-friendly and highly customizable interface you can enjoy different viewing modes, themes, tons of wallpapers, workspace personalization, display sidebar, and more. It provides an integrated ad-blocker for
enhanced privacy against invisible trackers and a built-in VPN tool so you can change your IP location to avoid geo-restrictions and browse anonymously. It offers fast upload and download speeds so you can have a great streamlined browsing experience. With this browser, you get countless collaboration and productivity-oriented features like instant
messaging on your desktop, workspace customization, sync between all your devices, and more. ⇒ Get Tor Browser Chrome is another reliable and popular browser used by many people. Google Chrome has an easy-to-navigate user interface with a simple design that makes browsing simple. The access to a large library of extensions makes Chrome
one of the best browsers to open blocked sites. You can simply add an extension to the Chrome browser and access any restricted sites with ease. You can switch to Incognito Mode in order to protect your browsing behavior and open blocked sites. If you’re wondering how to access blocked sites in Chrome, the VPN tool is an efficient extension that
can help you achieve this successfully. ⇒ Get Google Chrome Microsoft released the Edge to run on Chromium Engine with the support and setup used by Google Chrome. unblocked web browser This new version of Edge caters primarily to Windows 10 desktop users (being a built-in solution), but it covers more versions. To beef up security features,
Chromium offers users three levels of information management. In addition, this web browser is highly efficient if you want to get a site unblocked. They include balanced, unrestricted, and strict as well. For example, the InPrivate mode keeps browsing history secretly. It also covers the way users manage third-party access to web surfing activities. ⇒
Get Microsoft Edge Dozens of browsers exist with assurance to open blocked sites or secure user details and browsing history. However, very few can achieve this feat without VPN extensions. Check out our top picks for browsers to access sites without boundaries. Then, share your choice with us in the comments section below. Frequently Asked
Questions This article covers:Topics: Was this page helpful? 9 There are 11 comments
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